Solution keyword

This is where Salzi has hidden his treasure:

- 1 2 3 4 5 6
- 7 8 9 10 11 12

Congratulations, you have solved the clues!

Now, all you have to do is complete your treasure card and hand it in at the salt shop after the guided tour. Here you will also receive a small surprise.

Surname, first name, age:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Address, email:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________

Find the seven differences!

Two more puzzles...

Find the right way!

Salzi's Treasure Hunt

Somewhere out there is a hidden treasure...
...to be found in these woods and mountains.
This map will show you the way. Set off and find it!
Time exposure: aprox. 45-60 minutes
Head off on Salzi’s trail and find his treasure
Your adventure starts here

For centuries, entry to the cavernous tunnels of the salt mines was reserved for the miners. Down here, in the network of shafts deep in the bowels of the mine Salzi, the mascot and good spirit of the mine lives. He has lived here for 500 years – in a mysterious world full of sparkling crystals and underground lakes. And down here he guards his treasure: the white gold! But occasionally he is drawn outside to daylight. Because here too there are things to discover. Just as down below, he gets up to mischief here too. His latest prank: Salzi has hidden his treasure!

As an adventurer, you now have the opportunity to recover Salzi’s treasure. Follow in his tracks and solve his clues. Enter the letter in brackets after each correct solution into the relevant numbered box in the solution word. Using your treasure map and the solution keyword, you can take part in the competition and win a great prize: your own Salzi treasure!

Every participant will receive a small reward!

Good luck with your treasure hunt adventure!

Where could Salzi have hidden his treasure?

① The salt terrace
Begin your journey of discovery on the salt terrace. The visitor centre roof garden is the starting point for the treasure hunt and also offers unusual views and perspectives. Simply look into the showcase through the lense. Here you will find the first clues that will bring you a little closer along the trail to the treasure. This is where the trail to the „Moserrösche“ starts – the next stage of your search.

② The „Moserrösche“
The „Moserrösche“, a specially renovated tunnel, open on two sides, is an impressive 350 years old. The water that served to drive the geared pump and was used to pump on the brine used to flow through it. When you enter the „Moserrösche“ you will experience the true atmosphere of the mine. And the clue to be solved there will bring you a step further on your treasure hunt.

③ The Powder Tower
The route continues towards the Powder Tower, the historical part of the facility. The tower owes its name to the fact that black powder used to be stored here. The Miner, known locally as the Bergmandl, also lives in the Powder Tower. The carving of figures was a traditional sideline for miners and their families and a welcome relief from their hard work. If you try hard enough, you might succeed in coaxing the Miner to reveal one of the last well-kept secrets on your way to your treasure.

④ The observation platform
From the observation platform you can enjoy the fantastic view over Berchtesgaden while you solve the last clue. From here the route leads you back to the visitor centre via the roof terrace. If you have any further questions, ask the miner for help during the guided tour which follows. All the clues should now be solved. So off you go to the salt shop where you can hand in your solution and collect a well-earned reward!